Meeting notes for September 28th 2020

Present: Krissi Fiebig, Sandra Zepeda, Zeen Vincent, Kenny Mort, James Graham, Josefina Barrantes, Anna Beissert

Recap from last meeting on 09/17/20

- Sandra reached out to the WRC to get info on the DIY pads workshop
  - She’s going to try again through Instagram
- Zeen is still waiting to hear back from the contacts he reached out to regarding awareness or tips for animals affected by the smoke from fires and wildlife. How these things affect pets and wildlife.
- The CAPS group that would be centered around the election is now on an A.S. priorities document and will be turned into a working group under “Accessibility to Student Resources & Educational Needs”
  - New addition: I submitted this idea to a questionnaire sent out by a psychologist from CAPS regarding the “impact of politics on their mental health and to support students especially with the upcoming elections”

New Business

- Krissi mentioned that WRRAP will be doing a zero-waste cooking video for Oh Snap!
  - This along with a composting video that WRRAP made could be used for SDSU collaboration (Anna who works with housing also wants to collaborate for composting videos possibly for residents?)
- WRRAP is hosting the zero-waste conference during October Sustainability month
  - New insight on this: Katie, Carrie and I had a meeting about hosting discussions for various documentaries during October sustainability month and I thought it would be a good idea for us to host the discussion that will be during the third week of October when WRRAP will be doing their thing and the documentary of the week will be Waste Land (available on HSU Kanopy)
- We discussed having election day off as well as moving assignment deadlines ‘till next week to alleviate student stress
Jim had the following advice (I forwarded this info to Gio Guerrero the chair Lobby Corps since they are also working on this):

- Don’t frame election as a holiday because it makes the university think that they will have to close things for a day and it makes it not as feasible
- Consider just asking for no assignments to be due November 3rd.